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IN SHORT

• Market Drivers Continue to Be Fed, Trade and Earnings  

• Stock Selection Driving Near-Term Sector Positioning

MARKET DRIVERS CONTINUE TO BE FED, TRADE AND EARNINGS 

The record U.S. expansion continued its advance in the just-completed 

quarter, although economic growth does appear to be weakening 

more than what was expected just a few months ago. A key risk to the 

outlook in our view, is that the slump we are seeing in the manufacturing 

sector spills over to the consumer. As things stand now, record-

low unemployment is allowing for a still-solid consumer spending 

environment, financial conditions remain loose and global central banks 

are easing monetary policy; a big change from this time last year when 

the Fed was still raising rates.  

Given this backdrop, equity markets managed to advance with S&P 500 

up 1.7% for the quarter. There was a lot of volatility, however, particularly 

with the seemingly never-ending US-China trade relations. The Federal 

Reserve cut rates twice, the first reductions since 2008. Concerns 

remain that central banks worldwide may have insufficient ammunition 

to counter both trade uncertainly and structural headwinds, not to 

mention having limited policy tools to re-stimulate when the next 

recession comes. 

Positioning and sentiment continued to act as a positive 

contrarian indicator, with equities having seen year-

to-date outflows of approximately $200 billion. At the 

same time, bullish sentiment during the quarter--as 

measured by Investor’s Intelligence--fell to its lowest 

level since the end of May, providing support for 

equities to rally. 

Turning to earnings, they have now been flat for two 

quarters, and the third quarter is expected to be down 

about 4% Y/Y after the 28% advance in the third 

quarter of 2018. If, after this earnings season, the 

year-over-year growth rate is about as expected, it 

becomes more difficult to get to the $165 in earnings 

needed to provide some support to the market, and get 

to the $175 needed for 2020 earnings to help propel the 

market higher next year.  

Should U.S.-China trade relations improve in coming months, it would 

obviously help remove uncertainty and support a return to earnings 

growth. Earnings have the ability to grow again in 2020 following no 

growth since March 2019, due in large part to tough comparisons and 

a potential bottoming in ISM manufacturing and non-manufacturing 

indices, which are highly correlated to S&P earnings growth. We did see 

an uptick in global PMIs to 49.7 in September, the second increase since 

reaching a 19-month low in July; so perhaps we have seen the worst 

there.

Looking forward, near-term upside potential could be somewhat limited 

for the large-cap equity space. Even though valuations are not excessive 

with the S&P 500 Index trading at 16.5 times next year’s earnings 

expectations, the market may be a little ahead of itself given uncertain 

trade policy and political headwinds. Our fundamental fair- value range 

for the S&P 500 remains in the 2,500-3,000 range based on earnings 

of $165 for 2019 and $175 into next year. If earnings prove to be resilient 

and global growth starts to inflect higher around the second quarter 

of 2020, stocks can continue to trend higher and deliver respectable 

returns. 
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 With respect to small-caps, we remain underweight versus large cap, given 

that they tend to be more leveraged, face more acute margin pressures 

from labor and trade-related impacts and tend to underperform late in the 

market cycle due to rising economic concerns.

STOCK SELECTION DRIVING NEAR-TERM SECTOR POSITIONING 

Within equity sectors, we are most bullish on Technology and Healthcare. 

We believe Communication Services, Financials, REITs, and Energy are the 

least-attractive sectors.  

Our overweight to Technology, is driven more by bottom-up analysis, with 

which we’ve found a number of good companies with strong competitive 

positions set to dominate their respective end markets. While IT spending 

is slowing, it is still growing at double the economic growth and likely 

continues for some time. Trade negotiations with China could be a key 

binary outcome which bears close monitoring.

Healthcare is traditionally a defensive sector, but is represented by many 

sound, innovative companies with strong growth prospects. Valuations are 

once again attractive, with the sector having materially underperformed 

the S&P 500 over the past year given fears of draconian drug-pricing 

policies and ‘Medicare-for-all’ as we enter the 2020 election season. 

The sector will likely remain volatile and continue to be impacted by 

policy headwinds, but we are starting to find good opportunities as we 

look beyond this election cycle and focus on the long term. Mergers and 

acquisitions could also be a driving factor.

We are least bullish on Financials, and particularly banks, as the flat yield 

curve dramatically limits net interest income. The low, long-term yields also 

continue to create a challenging environment for insurance companies, 

while most of the benefits of regulatory reform appear to be priced into the 

stocks. We are maintaining exposure to those market leaders that continue 

to take share.

Communication Services is a challenged sector, particularly for dividend 

paying stocks. The relative valuations on most metrics also look expensive. 

Google and Facebook (both non-dividend payers) constitute about 50% of 

the sector and anti-trust concerns may weigh on these stocks in the near 

term. In our view, many of the remaining telecom, entertainment and media 

stocks face challenging industry and/or company fundamentals that 

include slower growth, higher costs and increased competition.

We are now underweight the Energy sector as global demand is eroding 

due to tepid economic growth, while at the same time, supplies of crude 

oil remain plentiful. The sector has continued to materially underperform 

the overall market and dividend-growth prospects are diminishing. We 

are maintaining exposure to best-of-breed, diversified companies well 

positioned to weather a downturn.

KEY TAKEAWAYS 

The dovish shift by the Federal Reserve in January, has given a boost to 

equity markets during the first three quarters of 2019. While economic 

growth has slowed and leading indicators have deteriorated, they are not 

yet signaling elevated recession risk. The consumer and the employment 

environment remain strong, and credit conditions are favorable. If earnings 

reaccelerate next year as expected, that could propel the market higher. 

As we recently discussed in “Don’t Fight the Fed” commentary, the stock 

market tends to rise when the Federal Reserve is cutting interest rates.
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